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Abstract

The design of an Angle-of-Attack aircraft Virtual Sensor is pur-
sued via a novel Functional Pooling Nonlinear AutoRegressive
with eXogenous excitation (FP-NARX) methodology. This
methodology essentially is an identification approach capable
of establishing a nonlinear dynamical system model from data
obtained from many different flights, each one corresponding
to different aircraft and environmental conditions. The FP-
NARX model structure is shown to be suitable for Angle-of-
Attack Virtual Sensor development within the landing, take-
off, and clean flight regimes of the aircraft. Its performance is
examined via validation flights, which include substantial air-
craft maneuvering, and is shown to be very good, with peak
errors not exceeding1.1 degrees.

1 Introduction

Virtual Sensors (VSs), also referred to assoft sensors, are soft-
ware based devices which utilize measurable signals (Virtual
Sensor inputs) in order to reconstruct a signal of interest (Vir-
tual Sensor output). Virtual Sensors are useful in replacing
physical sensors, thus reducing hardware redundancy and ac-
quisition cost, or as part of fault detection methodologies by
having their output “compared” to that of a corresponding ac-
tual sensor.

Although Virtual Sensors may be, in principle, developed
based upon mathematical models obtained directly from the
physics of the system and first principles, more often than not,
such mathematical models are either unavailable, or their exact
parameter values are unknown, or they are just too complicated
to be used. For this reason the development of Virtual Sensors
often has to be based upon identification techniques.

Despite their obvious importance in aerospace applications,
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where a high level of sensor redundancy is for reliability and
safety reasons required, the development of Virtual Sensors has
been thus far quite limited. A potential obstacle may have been
the highly nonlinear nature of the aircraft dynamics. Virtual
Sensors based upon Neural Network (NN) identification has
been postulated in a number of recent studies [6, 8, 9, 10, 4].
These Virtual Sensors provide estimates of the signal of interest
which is, in many cases, subsequently compared to its coun-
terpart(s) provided by physical sensor(s) in establishing fault
diagnosis schemes. Neural Network technology offers the pos-
sibility of capturing the nonlinear dynamics of the aircraft, but,
on the other hand, it introduces a potentially high level of com-
plexity and time consuming training. Oosterom and Babuska
[11] have developed a Virtual Sensor based upon a fuzzy logic
model of the Takagi-Sugeno type, which has been successfully
applied to the detection of failed physical sensors.

Thegoal of the present study is the design and assessment of
an Angle-of-Attack (AoA) Virtual Sensor for a small commer-
cial aircraft through the use of a novel Functional Pooling Non-
linear AutoRegressive with eXogenous excitation (FP-NARX)
methodology. This methodology essentially is an identification
approach that is capable of overcoming two main difficulties
associated with aircraft Virtual Sensor development:

• Capturing the non-linear aircraft dynamics “acting” in a
“representative” flight, and,

• Capturing the aircraft behavior under different flights,
each one corresponding to different aircraft and environ-
mental conditions.

The FP-NARX methodology consists of two stages: (a) Ba-
sic NARX structure determination via a single “representative”
flight, and, (b) Functionally Pooled NARX model determina-
tion via data obtained from a multitude of flights correspond-
ing to various aircraft and environmental conditions. Although
the FP-NARX model follows the generic NARX form (when
a single flight is isolated), it does allow for the “expansion’ of
the basic NARX structure in a physically motivated way.

The Virtual Sensor obtained via a FP-NARX model should be
thus capable of reconstructing the Angle-of-Attack (AoA) sig-
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Figure 1: Functional diagram of the aircraft model [3].

nal for any flight and under any environmental conditions. The
assessment of the designed AoA Virtual Sensor performance is
based upon its ability to reconstruct the signal of interest in a
variety of cases and with validation flights (flights not used in
estimation).

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: A brief de-
scription of the synthetic (simulation) environment of the small
commercial aircraft used in the study is presented in Section
2. The Functional Pooling NARX design methodology is pre-
sented in Section 3, and its application to AoA Virtual Sensor
design in Section 4. The designed Virtual Sensor is assessed
in Section 5, and the conclusions drawn from this study are
summarized in Section 6.

2 Overview of the aircraft model

The study is based upon a detailed aircraft model implemented
within theMATLAB/SimulinkTM environment (synthetic en-
vironment). The functional diagram of the model is presented
in Figure 1 [2, 3].

The Aircraft block represents the aircraft’s nonlinear dynam-
ics using a six degree-of-freedom model. It calculates the to-
tal (aerodynamic, engine, gravitational) forces and moments,
and computes the resulting accelerations along the body axes,
as well as the corresponding angular rates. The inputs to this
block are: The wind and/or turbulence, engine thrust, aerody-
namic forces and moments obtained from primary (elevators,
ailerons, rudder) and secondary (flaps, slats, stabilizers, air-
brakes) surfaces, the land gear mechanism, and the aircraft con-
figuration (weight, geometry). The Flight Control Laws block
implements the control laws in a parametrized way, allowing
for the selection of various gain scheduling strategies.

The Actuation System block describes the nonlinear behavior
of the aircraft’s primary and secondary actuators. The Pilot
block generates the desired pilot actions and transforms the pi-
lot commands into surface commands (deflections). Engine dy-
namics is modelled by a first-order system in order to produce
the corresponding thrust (forces and/or moments). The Outside

World block includes the wind and turbulence effects. Turbu-
lence is generated on-line via Dryden type second-order filters
(Dryden spectra) [3], and its intensity may be selected as light,
moderate, or severe.

The Sensors Block includes three Sensor Modules providing
digitized sensor signals. Each module is equipped with appro-
priate sensor transducers and transducer failure modes. Two
of the Sensor Modules include an Air Data Computer (ADC),
an Attitude Heading System (AHS), and pilot command sen-
sors, while the third one is equipped with a Global Positioning
System (GPS) and an Air Data Computer (ADC). Two Air-
flow Direction Indicators (ADI) are located directly opposite
and aligned, one on each side of the fuselage. This allows for
the computation of an estimate of the Angle-of-Attack (AoA).
Each ADI measures the local airflow direction at the vane lo-
cation, and each ADI vane has two position transducers in
order to provide independent information to each one of the
two ADCs. Each Sensor Module is equipped with a standard
Voter/Monitor (V/M) fault detection and isolation block. The
basic sampling frequency of the overall system is50 Hz, al-
though certain subsystems run at different frequencies.

3 The Functional Pooling NARX (FP-NARX)
Design Methodology

The Functional Pooling NARX (Nonlinear AutoRegressive
with eXogenous excitation) methodology postulated for Vir-
tual Sensor design is an identification procedure aiming at es-
tablishing a dynamical system model from data obtained from
many different flights, each one corresponding to potentially
different aircraft and environmental conditions. The methodol-
ogy consists of twophases:

(a) Basic NARX structure determination,

(b) Functionally Pooled NARX model determination.

3.1 Basic NARX structure determination

In order to account for the highly nonlinear dynamical relation-
ships between the signal under reconstruction (virtual sensor
output) and the measurable signals used for this purpose (vir-
tual sensor inputs), a stochastic Multiple-Input Single-Output
(MISO) Nonlinear AutoRegressive with eXogenous excitation
(NARX) model structure of polynomial form is adopted.

The MISO NARX polynomial model structure is of the form:

y[t] = θ0 +
∑

i1

θi1ϕi1 [t] +
∑

i1,i2

θi1i2ϕi1 [t]ϕi2 [t] +

. . . +
∑

i1,...,il

θi1...i`
ϕi1 [t] . . . ϕi`

[t] + e[t] =⇒

=⇒ y[t] =
L∑

i=0

ϑi · pi[t] + e[t] (1)

wheret designates normalized discrete time (t = 1, 2, . . . , N ),
N the data length,y[t] the Virtual Sensor output, ande[t] the



model error assumed to be a zero mean uncorrelated sequence.
The termsϕi[t] generally are delayed versions of either the out-
put y[t] (autoregressive, AR, terms) or one of the inputsui[t]
for i = 1, 2, . . . (exogenous, X, terms). Theθ’s designate the
corresponding model parameters, with the number of indices
indicating the number ofϕi[t] terms being multiplied together.
The AR order,ny, designates the maximum delay appearing
in the model with regard toy[t], while the X order for thei-
th input,nui , designates the maximum delay appearing in the
model with regard toui[t].

In the last form of the model,pi[t] designates thei-th regressor,
generally being a monomial consisting of products of various
ϕi[t]’s. Let the maximum degree of nonlinearity ofpi[t] (i =
1, 2, . . . , L) be l, and note thatp0[t]

∆= 1 (constant term). In
this representation the model parameter corresponding to the
i-th regressor is designated asϑi.

In the present (first) phase of the methodology, the basic NARX
model structure is determined via a single (“representative”)
flight. Since the NARX model of equation (1) is linear in the
parameters, estimation, based upon minimization of a quadratic
function of the error, may be achieved via linear regression.
The forward orthogonal least squares estimator [5, 1] is a com-
putationally efficient procedure for determining the terms to be
included in the model (model structure). Indeed, the orthog-
onality property of this estimator results in a particular simple
structure determination procedure, which is based upon an aux-
iliary model defined such that the terms in it are orthogonal to
each other over the data set. According to this procedure the
determination of the model structure is accomplished via the
Error Reduction Ratio (ERR) criterion:

ERRi =
∑N

t=1 g2
i w2

i [t]∑N
t=1 y2[t]

× 100% (2)

with wi[t] andgi designating thei-th regressor and the corre-
sponding parameter of the auxiliary model, respectively. The
quantity ERR provides an indication of which term should be
included in the model by assessing the percentage contribution
of thewi[t] regressor to the reduction of the total mean-squared
prediction error [5]. Each auxiliary coefficientgi can be esti-
mated sequentially and independently, which is advantageous
when estimating nonlinear models with large numbers of can-
didate terms.

Since the objective of the present study is the design of a Virtual
Sensor, the simulation capability is also important, and for this
reason the following Structure Determination Criterion (SDC)
is used:

SDCi = α · ERRi + β · δ(NMSE)i (3)

whereα andβ are selected constants andδ(NMSE)i designates
the reduction in the Normalized Mean Square Simulation Error
when thei-th term is added to the model. The NMSE is defined
as follows:

ẽ[t] ∆= y[t]− ysim[t] (4)

NMSE =
‖ ẽ[t] ‖2
‖ y[t] ‖2 × 100% (5)

with ysim[t] designating the model-based simulated signal,y[t]
the actual signal, and‖·‖ Euclidean norm. The selection proce-
dure incorporates those terms which provide a significant SDC.
Finally note that the ERRi andδ(NMSE)i terms in SDCi may
be also computed as averages over a number of flights.

3.2 Functionally Pooled NARX model determination.

The basic NARX model structure developed through data ob-
tained from a single “representative” flight and the procedure
of the previous subsection may be confirmed asinadequatefor
representing the aircraft dynamics under various flights.

The Functionally Pooled NARX (FP-NARX) model structure
aims at overcoming this difficulty by postulating a model suit-
able for all flight conditions and estimated from data obtained
from multiple flights (under different aircraft and environmen-
tal conditions).

The first step in developing the FP-NARX model structure is
based upon the observation that the basic NARX model param-
eters are flight dependent. This implicitly indicates the inade-
quacy of the basic NARX structure under multiple flight sce-
narios, and is, of course, unacceptable within the present con-
text. The approach postulated for overcoming this difficulty is
based upon modification of the basic NARX structure by allow-
ing the model parameters to be functions of measurable flight
quantities, saỳ1[t], `2[t], . . . , `q[t]. Based on this, the model
of equation (1) may be expressed as:

y[t] =
L∑

i=0

ϑi(`1[t], `2[t], . . . , `q[t]) · pi[t] + e[t] (6)

with theϑi’s presently being of the form:

ϑi(`1[t], `2[t], . . . , `q[t]) = ai0 +
r1∑

j=1

ai1,j · `j
1[t] +

+
r2∑

j=1

ai2,j · `j
2[t] + . . . +

rq∑

j=1

aiq,j · `j
q[t] (7)

with ais,j designating the coefficient of projection of thei-th
model parameter on thèjs[t] functions. Albeit this model struc-
ture follows the generic NARX form when a single flight is iso-
lated, it does allow for the “expansion” of the basic form in a
physically motivated way as it permits the use of physical in-
sight in the selection of the measurable quantities affecting the
original model parameters.

The model of equation (6) may be re-written as1:

y[t] =
[
pT [t]⊗ `T [t]

]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
ωT [t]

·a + e[t] (8)

with:
p[t] ∆= [p0[t] . . . pL[t]]T (9)

1Bold face lower/upper characters designate vector/matrix quantities, re-
spectively.



`[t] ∆=
[
1

... `1[t], . . . , `r1
1 [t]

... . . .
...`q[t], . . . , `rq

q [t]
]T

(10)

a
∆= [aT

0

...aT
1

... . . .
...aT

L]T (11)

ai
∆= [ai0

...ai1,1 . . . ai1,r1

... . . .
...aiq,1 . . . aiq,rq

]T (12)

with ⊗ designating Kronecker product [7, pp. 27–28].

The Functionally Pooled NARX (FP-NARX) model structure,
valid for every flightk, may be then specified as follows:

yk[t] = ωT
k [t] · a + ek[t] (∀k) (13)

ek[t] ∼ NID(0, σ2
ek

) (14)

Cov[ek, el] = σ2
ek
· δk,l (15)

a : common for all flights (independent ofk) (16)

where the subscriptk designates the flight, NID(·, ·) stands for
Normally Independently Distributed with the indicated mean
and variance, Cov[·, ·] designates covariance of the indicated
quantities, andδk,l the Kronecker delta (= 0 for i 6= j, = 1 for
i = j).

Assuming the availability of data of lengthN (t = 1, 2, . . . , N )
from thek-th flight, and employing equation (13), leads to the
following matrix equation:

yk = Ωk · a + ek (17)

Further assuming the availability of data from a total ofM dif-
ferent flights (k = 1, 2, . . . , M ) and pooling the equations of
the form (17) together (one on top of the other) leads to the
expression:

y = Ω · a + e (18)

with:

y
∆=




y1

y2
...

yM


 Ω ∆=




Ω1

Ω2

...
ΩM


 e

∆=




e1

e2

...
eM




A simple estimator for the pooled model parameter vector may
be based upon minimization of the trace of the sample error
covariance, that is:

J
∆= TraceC̃ov[e] (19)

(the tilde over a quantity indicating sample) which leads to the
(suboptimal) Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) estimator fora:

â =
(
ΩT Ω

)−1

ΩT y (20)

with the hat designating estimator/estimate. Estimates of the
variousσ2

ek
’s are subsequently obtained.
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Figure 2: Typical Angle-of-Attack (landing flight regime; light
turbulence).
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Figure 3: Virtual Sensor input signals for the flight of Figure 2
(landing flight regime; light turbulence).

4 Functional Pooling NARX Design of an AoA
Virtual Sensor

The FP-NARX methodology is now used for the design of
an Angle-of-Attack (AoA) Virtual Sensor. Preliminary re-
sults have indicated that it is beneficial to split the aircraft’s
flight envelope into three distinct flight regimes, according to
Flap/Slat (F/S) configuration (corresponding to landing,F/S =
40o/25o, take-off,F/S = 20o/25o, and clean flight,F/S =
0o/0o), and design a separate Virtual Sensor for each one. The
procedure followed for each regime is that of Section 3, with
flight data obtained from the simulation model described in
Section 2. The flights used are characterized by light turbu-
lence and “sufficient” amounts of aircraft maneuvering through
pilot commands on the stick, wheel, and pedal.

4.1 Landing flight regime

Basic NARX structure determination. Within the landing
flight regime, basic NARX structure determination is based
uponM = 10 flights, each one∆t = 90 sec (N = 4500 sam-
ples) long. The AoA sensor signal for a representative flight is
presented in Figure 2.

Various possible Virtual Sensor input signals and NARX struc-
tures are considered. Input and model structure selection is



Degree ` = 1 ` = 2 ` = 2 ` = 2
Monomial Monomial Monomial Monomial

X term p1[t] = u1[t− 1] p5[t] = u2
2[t] p11[t] = u1[t− 1] · u2[t] p17[t] = u3[t− 1] · u4[t− 1]

p2[t] = u3[t− 1] p6[t] = u2
5[t] p12[t] = u1[t− 1] · u3[t− 1] p18[t] = u3[t] · u6[t]

p3[t] = u4[t− 1] p7[t] = u2
7[t] p13[t] = u1[t− 1] · u4[t− 1] p19[t] = u4[t] · u6[t− 1]

p4[t] = u6[t− 1] p8[t] = u2
1[t− 1] p14[t] = u1[t] · u7[t] p20[t] = u5[t− 1] · u6[t− 1]

p9[t] = u2
3[t− 1] p15[t] = u2[t] · u4[t] p21[t] = u6[t− 1] · u7[t]

p10[t] = u2
4[t− 1] p16[t] = u2[t] · u6[t]

u1: vertical acceleration (Az),u2: longitudinal acceleration (Ax),u3: dynamic pressure (P)
u4: true airspeed (V),u5: elevator (E),u6: stabilizer (S),u7: pitch angle (θ)
AR order: ny = 0 max X order: nui

= 1 delay: di = 0
AR terms: 0 X terms: 21 constant term 6= 0
Initial degree of polynomial nonlinearity :̀ = 2
Functional dependencies of the form:θi (u2[t], u4[t]) = ai0 + ai1,1 · u2[t] + ai2,1 · u4[t] + ai2,2 · u2

4[t]
Effective degree of polynomial nonlinearity :̀ ′ = 4

Table 1: FP-NARX model structure for the landing flight regime.

based upon the methodology described in subsection 3.1 [equa-
tion (3); α = 0.2, β = 0.8] for various flights being included
in the model. This procedure leads to the selection of seven
Virtual Sensor inputs, as indicated in Table 1. The time his-
tories of these signals, for the flight presented in Figure 2, are
presented in Figure 3. The initial NARX degree of polynomial
nonlinearity, AR and X orders, as well as input delays, are se-
lected as:̀ = 2, ny = nui = 1, di = 0 (i = 1, . . . , 7),
respectively.

The procedure leads to a basic NARX structure characterized
by 22 terms, including a constant term (details in Table 1). As
ny = 0, the basic NARX model is, in this case, of the Finite
Impulse Response type.

Functionally Pooled NARX model determination. The
Functional Pooling procedure is based uponM = 30 differ-
ent flights characterized by light turbulence and∆t = 90 sec
(N = 4500 samples) duration. The procedure leads to a FP-
NARX model with parameters being polynomial functions of
u2[t] (longitudinal acceleration) andu4[t], u2

4[t] (true airspeed
and its square). The final Virtual Sensor model has an effective
polynomial degree of̀′ = 4 (details in Table 1).

4.2 The take-off and clean flight regimes

Similar FP-NARX model structures are selected for the other
two regimes. The Virtual Sensor inputs and basic NARX struc-
ture (̀ , ny, nui , di) are the same as in the landing flight regime.

5 AoA Virtual Sensor Assessment

AoA Virtual Sensor assessment is, for the landing flight regime,
based upon data obtained during28 additional flights charac-
terized by light turbulence and∆t = 100 sec (N = 5000
samples) duration. The results corresponding to a typical vali-
dation flight are presented in Figure 4 which presents the actual
AoA, the Virtual Sensor based AoA, and their discrepancy (er-
ror) during a large (15.2 degrees) AoA working range.

The performance of the AoA Virtual Sensor with a typical vali-
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Figure 4: AoA Virtual Sensor performance for a validation
flight within the landing flight regime: (a) detail, (b) complete
flight, (c) simulation error (−− actual AoA, Virtual Sensor
AoA).

dation flight from within the take-off flight regime is presented
in Figure 5, while a summary of the results corresponding to
all three flight regimes is presented in Figure 6. This summary
indicates the maximum values of the Mean Simulation Error
(MSE) and Peak Simulation Error (PSE) for all training (esti-
mation) and all validation flights in each regime. The MSE and
PSE quantities are defined as:

MSE = max
k

(
1
N

N∑
t=1

| ẽk[t] |
)

(21)

PSE= max
k,t

(| ẽk[t] |) (22)

in which k designates thek-th flight within each flight regime
and ẽ[t] the simulation error [equation (4)]. It is obvious that
the performance of the developed AoA Virtual Sensor is very
good in all three flight regimes, with the peak error not exceed-
ing 1.1 degrees.
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Figure 5: AoA Virtual Sensor performance for a validation
flight within the take-off flight regime: (a) detail, (b) complete
flight, (c) simulation error (−− actual AoA, Virtual Sensor
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Figure 6: Summary results on AoA Virtual Sensor perfor-
mance: (a) maximum values of the Mean Simulation Error, (b)
maximum values of the Peak Simulation Error (training and
validation flights in all flight regimes).

6 Concluding Remarks

The design of an aircraft Angle-of-Attack aircraft Virtual Sen-
sor via a novel Functional Pooling Nonlinear AutoRegressive
with eXogenous excitation (FP-NARX) methodology has been
presented. This methodology is capable of establishing a non-
linear dynamical system model from data obtained from many
different flights, each one corresponding to different aircraft
and environmental conditions.

The AoA Virtual Sensor developed for each one of the landing,
take-off, and clean flight regimes of the aircraft has been as-
sessed via validation flights, which include substantial aircraft
maneuvering, and has been shown to offer very good perfor-
mance over a wide AoA working range and various flight and
environmental conditions. The peak error, in any regime, has
not exceeded1.1 degrees.
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